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Introduction

This is the problems page!
If you have a problem (Any problem!), ask everybody on Problem Page! No Judging, no lying, no swearing.
This is for boys and girls, although I might be creating one just for girls. (Since I am a girl, I don't know much about boys.)
Please comment on your problem, and hopefully, someone will answer it!
Chapter 1

Hi!
Please comment down below your problems and someone will answer!
I may be creating one for girls only, so keep your eyes peeled!

Please also be aware that Boys and Girls so please change the colour that you are writing into either ((Blue for a boy or Fuchsia for a girl or maroon for neither
BOYS - No reading the fuchsia colour!
GIRLS - No reading the blue colour!
THEY / THEM - You can read it all depending on your preference.

Rules
No swearing
NO JUDGING
Be yourself
Don't be afraid to say something

And my last request,
Be kind to one another.
We are all going through a tough time, and we all will.

Enjoy!
Katie